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MINERALOGICAL NOTES

EVIDENCE FOR THE IDENTITY OF KAMAREZITE
WITH BROCHANTITE, Cu+(SOq) (OH)s1

M,q.ny E. Mnoso AND LAURA E. RBrcrrerr
U. S. Geological Suruey, Washington, D. C.

INrnoouctror.r

rn connection with a mineralogical investigation of several unidenti-
fi.ed copper sulfate minerals, an attempt was made to obtain and
authenticate specimens of the rare mineral kamarezite, a h1'drated
copper sulfate, presumed to have the formula Cua(SOa)(OH)4.6H2O.

Kamarezite was described and named by Busz (1893, 1g95) from
materiai found on a single specimen from the Kamareza, mine, in
Laurium, Greece. The mineral was said to occur as minute, transparent,
bright, grass-green, f lattened, needle-like crystals, probably orthorhombic,
on a specimen that had been ieft by prof. Dr. vom Rath as a gift to
the Mineralogical Museum of the universitv of Bonn (Germanv). Busz
(1895) stated that at f irst he was inclined to consider the mineral to be
brochantite, Cua(SO)(OH)., but that later he doubted its identity with
bronchantite, especially because of the relativelv large amount of water
which a smail sample of the mineral gave in the closed tube. Busz (1g93,
1895) established kamarezite to be a new mineral, largely on the basis of
his quantitative chemical studies, and assigned to it the formula
SOr(CuOH)ztCu(OH):*6HrO (or  3CuO. SO3. 8HrO),  which he der ived
from the following average of four different, but closely agreeing, chemi-
cal  analyses ( in  per  cent) :  CuO 51.50,  FeO 0.69,  SOs 17.S2, IJ2O [30.29]
(bv difference). From its composition Busz (1895) suggested that
kamarezite, though similar to brochantite, Cua(SOa)(OH)u, and langite,
Cua(SOa)(OH)u.HrO, differed from them in water content. In his
description of kamarezite, Busz (1895) includ.ed a detailed outrine of the
different analytical procedures that he followed for determining the
water content of the new mineral, as well as the results of a microscope
stage study of the morphology of the kamarezite crvstals and a crystal
drawing (Fig. 1) I these data have proved very valuable in our study.

"KAltAnezrrn," SpEcrlmNs

Through the kindness of Prof. Neuhaus, curator of the Minerarogicai
rnstitute of the university of Bonn, a careful search was made for the
type specimen of kamarezite in the mineral collections there; the speci-
men could not be iocated. Prof. Neuhaus (written comm., 1959) reported

I Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
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that failure to find the species listed in the mineral catalogue that had

been compiled after Worid War II strongly indicated that the type speci-
men had been among those lost when parts of the museum were destroyed

by bombs. Specimens labeled kamarezite were located in the collections
of only five museums (Table 1). Data obtained from the investigation of
these specimens served as a basis for the present study.

Prrvstc.Lt, Oprrclr AND CRysrALLocRApHrc CoNsronn,trrclNS

X-ray powder diffraction patterns were taken of all specimens of

kamarezite made available for study. A description of the specimens ex-

Frc. 1. A reproduction of Busz's crystal drawing of kamarezite (Busz, Fig' 2 on p. 118,
1895). The forms in Busz's orientation :, { 010 }, o I f Oo ],, { tOt }, d(2011 -

amined, and the results of the r-ray investigation of each are tabulated for

comparison in Table 1. Specimens iabeled kamarezite gave either the

r-ray powder pattern of bronchantite, Cua(SO+) (OH)u, or that of rosasite,
(Cu,Zn)r(OH)r(COr).The r-ray powder patterns of the latter were identi-

cal with that obtained from a specimen of rosasite from the t1'pe locality
-Rosas mine, at Sulcis, Sardinia (USNI4 I94836;fi1m no. 14608). Nfate-

rial from the specimens which gave the rosasite patterns were checked

further by r-ray fluorescence analysis and found to contain appreciabie

zinc, thus confirming its identity. It was not necessary to consider further

those specimens that were identif ied as rosasite.
Tabulation of the physical, optical, and crystallographic properties

that are cited in the literature for kamarezite and bronchantite (Table 2

revealed that manv of the data for the two minerals are the same or simi-
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Iar: the physical properties, especially hardness and speci6.c gravity, the
optic sign and 2V, the interfacial angies and the axial ratios.

The crystal drawing of kamarezite made by Busz (Busz, Fig. 2, p. 118,
1895), the angles he obtained by measurement of the domical termina-
tions on the microscope stage, (101) n (100)-59o and (201) n (100) -40o ,
and the axial ratio derived from these angular elements, a:c:I:0.601
(erroneously reported by Busz as b:c; corrected without comment in
footnote 1 under ReJ. on p. 589 in Dana's System oJ Mi,neralogy (Palache
et al., I95l) can all be related to brochantite by interchanging the o and b
axes of kamarezite. A photographic enlargement of a crystal of brochan-

Frc. 2. A greenish-black crystal of brochantite in cavity, Ural Mts., U.S.S.R., (Rams-
burg collection). Magnification 10X. Compare striations and habit to Fig. 1. Considerably
smaller, vertically striated, emerald-green crystals of brochantite were noted on a speci-
men from the Tintic district, Utah (USNM C4630).

t i te found in the cavit.v of a specimen from the Ural Mountains, U.S.S.R.,
(private collection of Owen Ramsburg), shown in Fig. 2, emphasizes its
morphological similarity to Busz's crystal drawing of kamarezite, repro-
duced in our Fig. 1. Another crystallographic error that was noted in
Busz's paper (1895) is his reference in the text to the face b as a brachy-
pinacoid but his designation of that form, as {011} ; it should read {010}.
If Busz's a- and b-axes are interchanged (Fig. 1), then his d, l20ll be-
comes d tt}zll , and c { 101} becomes c {011} . From elements derived from
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Terr-e 1. Suuuenv ol De:r,q Osr,{rNno lon Musnuu SpncruoNs
L.q.erl,no K,r.uannzrrn

Specimen
Locality

Description of Specimen I X-ray identifica-

Material

emerald green crystalline

crust, consisting, in Part,
of aggregates of minute

crystals

blue green, warty crust

with a fibrous radiating

structure

blue green botryoidal

crust with spherulitic

structure

blue green botryoidal

aggregates with radiating

fibrous structure, in

cavities associated with

smithsonite, ZnCOr

t453

brochantite,
Cur(SOr)(OH)e
(f. 1s664)

brochantite,

Cur(SOr)(OH)6'z

rosasite,
(Cu,Zn):(OH)z(COr)
(f. 14369)

rosasite,
(Cu,Zn)g(OH)g(CO)g
(f. 1s6sl)

rosasite,
(Cu,Zn)z(OH):(COs)
( f . 1 8 2 1 1 )

MIUM
numbered speci-
men)

BM 70393'

USNM R6786

AMNH 17984

ANSP 208057 Laurium, Greece

1 MIUM: Mineralogisches Institut der Universitat, Marburg, Germany; BM: British

Museum (Natural History), London, England; USNM: U' S. National Museum, Wash-

ington, D. C.: AMNH: The American Museum of Natural History, New York City,

New York; ANSP:Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania'
2 Data on note filed with specimen (courtesy of P. Embrey, Ivritten comm', 1960):

,,B.M. 70393. Bought in April, 1893, from Mr. W. Terrill srvansea as brochantite, Lau-

rium, Greece. Examined by L. J. Spencer (1894)-Cu, SOr, H:O found to be present'

Renamed (by?) kamarezite. Examined by H. A. Miers-biaxial negative, large axial

angle, extinciion ll, striations length of needles. Examined bv K' Busz (Sept' 1897) who

said it did not look like the kamarezite described by him; his crystals were 'much smaller.'

X-rayed (Feb. 1957) and found to be brochantite."

goniometric measurements of brochantite crystals by Palache (1939), the

pr:g 
"ngl.s 

for {021} and {011} of brochantite were calculated and

found to be 40o12,and 59o10,, respectively. These are in excellent agree-

ment with the corresponding angles given by Busz (1895) for these same

forms in his orientation (Table 2). Hence Busz's ratio a:c:1:0'601 is in

good agreement with the brochantite ratio b:c:l:0.611 (r-ray) and

1 :0.6135 (goniometry), cited by Palache (1939). In the brochantite orien-

tation, the perfect cleavage of kamarezite becomes {010}, the same as

that of brochantite (Table 2) ' The discrepancl' between the optical orien-

Kamareza, Laur-

ium, Attica,
Greece

Laurium, Greece

Laurium, Greece

Kamareza, near

Laurium, Greece
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Tlurr 2. CoupenrsoN or rnn PnopnnttBs or Kelt,q.nEzrrE AND Bnocnl.Ntlrrs

Kamarezite, Busz (1893, 1895) Brochant i te.  Palache (  1939r

Formula

Color

Diaphaneitl'
Habit

Optic Sign
2V
Opt. Orient
Axial Ratio

Striations vertical (il to elongation)
Hardness 3
Specific Gravity 3.98
Cleavage {100} perfect
Crystallography probablyorthorhombic

(100)n (101)-se.
(100)n (201)-40.

biaxial
very large

Y : 6 ;  B x o : o
a : c : l : 0 . 6072

cug(soa)(oH)r.6H:O
hrioht or". .  o"oo.

transparent
minute crystals elongated [001]

and flattened [010] rvith dom-
ical terminations

Cua(SO)(OH)6
emerald to blackish green; also

light green
translucent to transparent
stout pdsmatic to acicular [001],

but sometimes elongated [010]
or more rarely, [100]; also tab-
u l a r  { 001 } .

vertical

s+-4
3 . 9 7

1010| perfect
monoclinic

(010),\  (01r) :  59.19,r
(010)n (021):40"124

biaxial
77 .

y :6 ;  X-a
b ic :7 :0 .617 ( r - ray)3

t Calculated by present authors from eiements of palache (1939).
2 Erroneously given in the original paper as D:c (Busz, 1895).
3 Richmond in Palache (1939).

tat ion of kamarezite and brochanti te, in the brochanti te sett ing, cannot
be accounted for. However, the preceding crystal lographic evidence is
strong support for the contention that the mineral described bv Busz
(1895) as kamarezite actual lv is brochanti te, Cr.ra(SOa) (OH)u.

CuBrrrclr CoNsronnerrorqs

Chemical evidence for the support of the identi ty of kamarezite, sup-
posed ly  Cua(SOr) (OH)+.6HzO,  w i th  b rochant i te ,  Cua(SOa)(OH)0,  i s  no t
as well  defined as that afforded b1'a comparison of their physical,  optical,
and crvstal lographic propert ies. The procedures outl ined and foi lowed by
Btrsz (1895) in determining the water content of kamarezite are open to
question. The chemical data cannot, therefore, be weighted to the same
extent as the physical,  optical,  and crystal lographic evidence.

The chemical analvses of kamarezite are compared in Table 3 to the
average of two anal\.ses of brochanti te from Collahurasi,  Chi le (Ford,
1910). Attention is cal led to the fact that the value reported by Busz
(1895) for the SO3 content (17.527d, representing the average of four
analvses of kamarezite, is in excel lent agreement with the average So3
content (17 .54%) of these two analyses of brochanti te.
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Busz (1895) remarked that because of unexpecled diff iculties encoun-
tered in the determination of the water content of kamarezite he was
unable to determine HzO directl) ' . Busz (1895) outl ined in considerable
detail the procedures he followed for obtaining the water content. One
method, b.v loss on ignition, resulted in a total loss of 30.9870, after a
series of three timed heating experiments carried out on one sample:first,
for 1| hours, at beginning red heat over a Bunsen burnerl then, succes-
sively, for 5 hours and 1] hours, strongly heated with a blast lamp. This
loss (30.9816) is in good agreement with the SOB+HrO value (29.50/6)

T,llrn 3. Cnnrrrcal ANer,vsrs or Keuanr'zrre Coupenro ro Bnocuextrrn

Kamarezite, Cus(SOa) (OH)r. 6HzO

Kamareza mine, Laurium, Greece

Brochantite,

Cun(SOJ(OH)e

CuO
FeO
SOs
HrO

51  .45  5 r  . 97
n .d  n .d .

17 .34  17  . 60

51 .09  51  .  50
0 . 6 9

1 7 . 4 5  r 7 . 5 2
[30.2e1

Theoret-
ical Com
position

5 1 . 5 7

r7 29
31 .14

100.00

Collahu-
ra$,

Chile
(6)

70 .29

r7  . 54
1r.96

99.79

Theoret-
ical Com-
position

70 36

17  .70
11.94

100.00

1,2. Analyst, Klingemann (Busz, 1895) ; 3,4. Analyst, K. Busz (Busz, 1895); 5. Average
of analyses 1-4. 6. Average of two closely agreeing analyses; analyst, W. E. Ford (Ford,

1910 ) .

given for brochantite (col. 6, Tabie 3). An init ial weight loss of 13.4670,
obtained alter l! hours of heating kamarezite "up to beginning red heat
over a Bunsen burner,t '  was assumed by Busz to represent only a loss of
water; it undoubtedly included some loss of SOg, a fact which has been
demonstrated by detailed ignition loss studies carried out in the present
study on brochantite, following as closely as possible the procedures out-
Iined bv Busz (1895). These ignition studies indicate that Busz's init ial
weight loss of 13.467a probably represents not only a loss of the total HzO
in kamarezite, but, in addition, some SOe. The weight loss for brochantite
heated in an uncovered porcelain crucible in the furnace at 350o C. for
22 hours was 11.00/6;and at 400' C. for 16 hours, 12.80To (water content
for brochantite of theoretical composition is f i.9a/d. In another of
Busz's experiments, a forerunner of the Penfield method, the kamarezite
sample "was heated to medium red heat in a porcelain boat in a glass
tube with lead chromate placed before it and the escaping water was
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collected in an HzSOa tube";the loss of water obtained by this technique
was reported to be 13.49/6. Busz failed to mention whether this water
was checked for the presence of an1, escaped SO3.

No mention is made by Busz concerning the method by which the CuO
figures reported for kamarezite both by Klingemann and himself were
obtained (Table 3). If we assume the identity of kamarezite with bro-
chantite, the discrepancy between the three ciosely agreeing results for
CuO (51.45, 51.97, and 51.09; av. 51507d reported for kamarezite and
that of the much higher CuO figures (70.41 and 70.16; av.70.29/) given
b1' Ford for brochantite is difficult to explain. The possibility that Busz
and Klingemann (Busz, 1895) had overlooked another cation of equiva-
lent weight near that of copper was considered. Because zinc-bearing
minerals are fairly abundant at the Kamareza mine, the kamarezite
(:brochantite) specimen from the University of Marburg (unnumbered
specimen, MIUM; Table 1) was examined for zinc; an r-ray fluorescence
analysis of material from this specimen, by Harry J. Rose, Jr. of the U. S.
Geological Survey, showed zinc present only in small amount; the lim-
ited amount of available material precluded quantitative determination
of ZnO. Dr. Max Hey of the Brit ish Museum (Natural History) also
recognized that kamarezite might be a zincian brochantite (Hev, written
comm., 196\; a colorimetric determination for zinc in the kamarezite
(:brochantite) specimen (8.M. 70393) made by Dr. Alfred A. Moss,
also of the Brit ish Museum, showed 1.9/6 ZnO.

Hey offered several suggestions that might explain the grossly low
figures for copper oxide obtained in the original kamarezite anaiyses made
by Klingemann and Busz as compared to those for brochantite (Table 3):
1) that their method was consistently wrong; 2) that their calculations
were in error; or 3) that they used the wrong factor in converting from
whatever weighing form was used (probably CuzS). He1, also added, "At
that date (1895), Cu would be estimated either as CuO or as CuzS;it is
possible in an estimation as CuzS in a Rose crucible to overheat and get
reduction to Cu, but quantitative reduction to Cu would only bring the
CuO up to 64.4/o (theory for brochantite,70.367d." W'e are unable to
offer a completely satisfactory explanation for the discrepancy between
the CuO values of kamarezite and brochantite, assuming the identity of
the two minerals.

CoNcr,usroNs

The optical, physical, crystallographic, and chemical evidence that
have been presented, based on the comparison of the kamarezite data
with those of brochantite, is strong support for the contention that the
mineral described as kamarezite by Busz (1893, 1895) is brochantite.
Because the name brochantite (Levy, 1824) has priority over kamarezite
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(Busz, 1893), we recommended that kamarezite be removed from the l ist
of accepted mineral species; this recommendation has been accepted by a
majority vote of the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names,
I.M.A. (Chairman of the Commission, written comm., 1964).
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MELANTERITE-ROZENITE EQUILIBRIUM

Enxosr G. Enr.nns AND DAVrD V. Srrr-ns, Dept. oJ Mineralogy,
The Ohio State (Jniaers,ity, Colwmbus, Ohio.

INtnoouctrox

Samples of altered pyrite were collected from an abandoned mine dump
in the upper reaches of Sandy Run in Brown Township, Vinton County,
Ohio, as part of a stl ldy dealing with the oxidation of iron sulfides. The




